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I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the early 2000’s almost every new metro project
in the world make use of a standardized railway signalling
system called Communication Based Train Control (CBTC)
(IEEE 1474). Previously to CBTC, conventional signalling
train control systems were relying almost exclusively on
track circuits, wayside signals and operating procedures to
ensure train protection and operation. In order to ensure better
operational performance (e.g. effective utilization of the transit
infrastructure), CBTC systems rest on three pillars: “Automatic
train control (ATC) based on high-resolution train location
determination, independent of track circuits”; “high-capacity
and bidirectional train-to-wayside data communications”; and
“train-borne and wayside computing units that execute vital
functions”. Functions are classified within three families that
are: Automatic Train Protection (ATP), Automatic Train Operation (ATO) and Automatic Train Supervision (ATS). The
level of criticality differs from a family to another and without
loss of generality, one can state that ATP functions are mostly
safety critical functions (SIL4 regarding CENELEC 50126),
whereas ATO and ATS gather functions of low criticality (from
SIL0 to SIL2). As a matter of fact, CBTC systems are in
essence Mixed-critical systems. Furthermore, the mainstream
evolution of those systems tends toward more functional
integration on more powerful computing units. ATP and ATO
functions that were traditionally distributed on different computing units (both on wayside and train-borne) tends now to
be deployed on the same computing units and thus sharing
resources.
FSF1 is an IRT SystemX project positioned on two topics,
the first one is about the conception of signalling applications
(typically ATO/ATP application) that contain both critical and
non-critical parts and the second one is on execution platforms
that execute those applications while offering high guarantee
of safety and availability. Industrial expectations around the
execution platform include the use of multi-core COTS, the use
of modern RTOS that offer spatial and temporal isolation, the
use of safety and availability architectural patterns (e.g. voting
and redundancy), and the whole being finally hidden behind a
“system abstraction layer”. On top of this platform, a tooled
framework is prototyped and allows one to develop, verify
1 FSF is a French project name acronym standing for “safe and reliable
embedded systems”
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and deploy component based applications where components
may arbitrary contains both vital (SIL4) and non-vital (SIL0)
code. The project has started in May 2013, the aim of this
communication is to propose a first return of experience and
a positioning on how mixed critical issues will be addressed
in FSF.
Alstom Transport has defined an applicative case study
that, while being limited to one single ATC function, is
representative of the complexity in term of vital/non-vital code
interweaving, operational performance and availability constraints. The system function is called “Passenger Exchange”
(PE). This function takes control on the train when this one
is safely docked at a station; it organizes the exchange of
passengers (train and station doors opening/closing) while protecting them from any untimely train movement or non-aligned
doors opening and finally gives the departure authorization
when all safety conditions are met. The functional specification
is made of more than 300 requirements (natural language +
SysML), and the functional structure is made of about twenty
sub functions.
PE is designed as a system component containing both vital
and non-vital parts. At this level a component is roughly
a packaging unit that exposes to the exterior world a set
of ports (in or out) and that is characterized by a set of
behaviours that depend on the operational environment. This
component is then broken down into a set of atomic software
components which are this time exclusively vital or non-vital.
An important remark is that there are no restrictive design
constraints on data dependency between the vital and nonvital atomic components.
To illustrate this fact, let us consider a simplified example
from the case study, depicted in Fig. 1. The vital components,
in red, are in charge of controlling operations. This can be
summarized by computing which doors are safe to open (e.g.
because they are not aligned) and by preventing train departure
if safety conditions are not met (e.g. the doors are open or
opening). The non-vital components are in charge of operating
doors with respect to a mission protocol and a time table.
In this example we can identify two occurrences of vital to
non-vital communications. First, in order to ensure that doors
commands (non-vital) do not lead to an accident, they must
be checked against the enabled set of doors (vital). This is
the role of the “Process output” atomic component. Second,
the departure authorization (vital) must be computed regarding
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door commands to ensure that no opening commands will be
executed after the authorization has been given.
This is a simplified example. Such communication patterns
are quite common in the complete case study.
II. S YNCHRONOUS APPROACHES
A. Synchronous languages
Data-flow synchronous languages, such as L USTRE [1] or
S IGNAL [2] have been designed in the 80’s for program realtime safety critical embedded systems. Since then, they have
been widely used in industrial applications [3]. These languages emphasize a correct-by-construction approach, ensuring bounded memory and execution time. Moreover, they are
praised for their predictable behaviour and formally defined
semantics.
Recently, the problem of scheduling multi-rate, mixedcritical synchronous programs have been addressed, at first
for uni-processor [4] then for multi-processors [5]. Outside
the scope of mixed-criticality there were also several attempts
to distribute synchronous data-flow languages [6], [7], [8].
Recent work have been done to develop these languages
to target multi-core platforms through the programming of
parallelism [9]. This work introduces futures in L USTRE-like
languages giving the guarantee that the sequential semantics
is preserved.
B. Automatic allocation, partitioning, and scheduling
Due to their use in the avionics industry, synchronous
languages have been considered early on as an input formalism for the automatic or semi-automatic synthesis of realtime implementations. Most significant in this direction are
previous results by previous work by Sorel et al. [10] on
the AAA/SynDEx methodology and tool for distributed, but
not time-triggered, real-time implementation of multi-periodic
synchronous specifications, previous work by Caspi et al. on
the use of Lustre/Scade in the real-time implementation of
Simulink over multi-processor platforms based on the timetriggered partitioned bus TTA [11], and previous work by
Forget et al. [12] on the specification and implementation
of multi-periodic applications over a time-triggered platform
using the Prelude language.

But none of these approaches allow us to take into account
all the characteristics of our case study in order to allow
automatic mapping. In particular, none of them has support
for ensuring the time and space separation between application
parts with different criticalities.
This is why we considered in this project a new tool, named
LoPhT [13], [14], which allows the automatic mapping of
applications onto platforms following the ARINC 653 time
and space partitioning mechanisms. The LoPhT tool takes
as input deterministic functional specifications provided by
means of synchronous data-flow models with multiple modes
and multiple relative periods. (Cf. the LoPhT part of Fig. 2)
These specifications are extended to include a real-time characterization defining task periods, release dates, and deadlines.
Task deadlines can be longer than the period to allow a faithful
representation of complex end-to-end flow requirements. The
specifications are also extended with allocation constraints and
partitioning information meant to represent the criticality of
the various tasks, as well as information on the preemptability
of the various tasks. Starting from such specifications, the
LoPhT tool performs a fully automatic allocation and offline scheduling onto partitioned time-triggered architectures.
Allocation of time slots/windows to partitions can be fully
or partially provided, or synthesized by LoPhT. The mapping
algorithms of LoPhT take into account the communication
costs. The off-line mapping algorithms of LoPhT use advanced
mapping techniques such as software pipelining and precomputed preemption to improve schedulability and minimize
the number of context switches.
III. C ASE STUDY
The PE case study has been implemented and a first
demonstrator has been produced. The challenge for this first
demonstrator was to propose a framework for on the one hand
the design and implementation of components and on the other
hand the design of signalling application its partitioning and
scheduling.
Choice of software modelling language. We chose to
use the language H EPTAGON, very similar to L USTRE and
featuring novel constructions and novel optimizations. Two
criteria have influenced the choice of the language. First, the
functional specification defined at system level and allocated
to software components have been written in a reactive and
mostly equational way. It was thus very natural to implement
it in a synchronous data-flow language. Second, the normative
referential (CENELEC 50128) recommends the use of formal
methods for the development of vital software while making
no restrictive assumption on the language used for the non vital
part. Synchronous languages are a good trade-off since they
enable the use of formal methods (for instance model checking
or abstract interpretation) while providing a sufficient power
of expression to implement non-vital components. Finally,
having a single language to develop both vital and non-vital
components allows not only the early simulation of functional
behaviour without integration effort but also the rationalization
of competence in the software development team.

application is executed on POK OS [15].
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The global flow of the use case.

Technical realization. We developed the Passenger Exchange sub-components following a five step process depicted
in Fig. 2:
1) In a SysML environment, we produced a component
design that realizes the Passenger Exchange function.
System requirements are traced and refined to define
atomic components that correspond to software components and that are either vital or non-vital.
2) We mapped every atomic component to a H EPTAGON
node realizing its functional behaviour.
3) Depending on the SIL of the component, verification
activities have been conducted, but these are outside the
scope of this communication.
4) We built a small signaling application composing multiple components into a realistic full-system scenario.
These components include the PE itself, train/station
interfaces, and a simulation of other system functions
(such as train driving and passenger behavior). In H EP TAGON , the application is an assembly of nodes. At this
stage, a first executable code is produced to simulate the
application behaviour, however no insurance is given on
spatial isolation.
5) In L O P H T, the atomic components are allocated to three
partitions, which are “P0: vital”, “P1: non-vital” and
“P2: environment”. Meanwhile the execution durations
are given. Five windows are created. The scheduling
result, presented in the Fig. 3, is consistent with the
block diagram presented in Fig. 1. Using L O P H T, ARINC 653 dependent code is generated and linked to the
component code generated by H EPTAGON. The resulting
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IV. C ONCLUSION
We presented the work conducted in the FSF project to handle mixed criticality. We used a synchronous design framework
to implement a simplified signaling application and to deploy
it on a partitioned OS.
We are continuously working towards a better integration
of the tools composing the framework.
In the passenger exchange use case, mixed criticality resides
at the application level, or even at function level, rather than
the system level. On the other hand, the approach proposed
in IMA and ARINC meets the needs of a system integrator.
The main constraint highlighted by this case study is that there
may be, even within a single system function, many communications between its vital and non-vital subcomponents. When
generalized to the whole set of system functions, this pattern
induces a large number of communications between the vital
and non-vital parts. Furthermore, if we want to preserve the
synchronous semantics (e.g. no additional delay) the number
of windows may explode. The overall cost of communications
and context-switch become prohibitive for systems global performance. Executing mixed-critical signaling applications on
the same platform remains a challenging problem considering
the state of the art in real-time operating systems.
Finally, the vital/non-vital dichotomy traditionally used in
signaling application proved to be insufficient with respect
to the operational availability of the system. It would be
more appropriate to consider at least three levels, safetycritical, mission-critical, and non-critical, and to exploit this
information in the partitioning and scheduling.
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